
Supporting your child with 
learning and revision:

Wednesday 12th October 2022



Welcome:



Parental engagement:

• “The more parents are engaged in the education of 
their children, the more likely their children are to 
succeed in the education system.” 

• “School improvement and school effectiveness 
research consistently shows that parental engagement 
is one of the key factors in securing higher 
achievement.”

DFE Research Report 156, September 2011





Exam stamina:

•Start - 15th May, 2023

•End - 30th June, 2023

•6 weeks - requires exam 
stamina

•Revision is crucial



Mock exam calendar: November



Period 6:



Year 11: Key dates

Tuesday 15th

November, 2022: 

Mock exams end

Wednesday 12th

October, 2022:

Teachers' ADP deadline 

– will lead to a school 

report being sent home

Wednesday 19th

October, 2022: 

Year 11 Post 16 

Evening

Wednesday 12th

October, 2022: 

Year 11 Parents’ 

Evening – helping your 

child revise 

Thursday 3rd

November, 2022: 

Mock exams begin



Year 11: Key dates

Tuesday 6th

December, 2022:

Year 11 Parents’ 

Progress Evening

Wednesday 7th

December, 2022:

Teachers' ADP deadline 

– will lead to a school 

report being sent home

13th – 17th February, 2023: 

TBC

Half term (school may be 

open for Y11 catch-up / 

intervention in CAU 

subjects)

Thursday 23rd

February, 2023:

Mock exams begin 

(timings TBC)

Monday 24th April, 

2023:

Year 11 Parents’ 

Progress Evening

Monday 15th May, 

2023:

GCSE exams begin 

TBC



The objectives of this session:

1. You will know how your child revises.

2. You will know what factors impact on the brain’s 
learning. 

3. You will learn some revision techniques to help your 
child revise.



What is revision?

• It means literally “re-looking” at information you have 
learnt previously.

• The aim is that you know the information you will be 
tested on and can remember it for the exam.

• Knowing something depends on understanding it.

• Synthesising information is important.



Student voice: revision

• Do you plan your revision? 
• No

• What subject do you revise for?
• The exam I have to take next

• How do you revise?
• Read through revision books
• Answer the questions in the revision 

books
• Write information from the revision 

book out
• Standard answer = read and write
• Drawing – no!
• Use past papers

• Do you revisit your revision?
• Main answer - no
• Yes – close to the exam

• How long do you revise for at 
home? 
• 1 – 2 hours (in the run up to exams)
• A few said they are not revising.

• Attending school P6 is revision

• Do you take breaks when revising?
• Yes – half way through
• Breaks range from 10 – 30 minutes



The objectives of this session:

1. You will know how your child revises.

2. You will know what factors impact on the brain’s 
learning. 

3. You will learn some revision techniques to help your 
child revise.



https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=uqGz7uqoPZ4

Key points: 

Promoting effective learning / revision

• Happy and relaxed

• Water – helps reduce de-hydration & 

stress

• Diet – balanced

• Sleep

• Temperature, e.g. too hot / cold

• Exercise

• Breaks 

• Multi-sensory learning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqGz7uqoPZ4




Sleep largely affects learning and memory:

• Studies have shown that a good night of sleep 
can significantly improve performance. 

• Naps can improve learning just like a full night 
of sleep can. 

• Sleep deprivation can cut your brain’s ability 
to take in new information by almost 40%.

• Question – what time is bed time?



The objectives of this session:

1. You will know how your child revises.

2. You will know what factors impact on the brain’s 
learning. 

3. You will learn some revision techniques to help your 
child revise.



Carousel: How to…

• Memorise key dates, definitions, terms (flashcards)

• Memorise a sequence

• Synthesise information to remember (acronym)

• Knowing the exam system



Try these techniques when you are trying 
to remember information and the order in 
which it happens; e.g. dates in history; the 
order of events; the features of a scientific 

or geographical cycle; the process for 
science or food.

Divorced, beheaded, died
Divorced, beheaded, survived

RHYME

In 14 hundred and 92
Columbus sailed the ocean blue

Marjorie Valerie Eleanor Meetzers Just 
Sent Us Ninety-nine Pizzas

Stories with
Pictures and Actions

Allergies are awful.  Julie really suffered she ended up with 
an itchy knee from the sun when she would go to rock
festival.  She sneezed, ‘shichi’, she sneezed again- so hard 
her hat fell off ‘hachi’.  Even a nearby pigeon was startled 
‘Coo blimey Ju!’  He said to her.

Remembering Sequences

Richard of York gave battle in 
vain



Acronym / synthesise learning











What exactly is a mnemonic?

• It is a technique that helps memory. 

• Mnemonic devices are ways of turning information into 
an easier to remember format.

• Chunking information / avoids cognitive overload.

• There are no rules to mnemonics, especially for revision, 
it’s just about what works for you.



Types of mnemonic:

• Acronyms
• An acronym mnemonic sees you abbreviate information by 

creating a word where each letter stands for something.

• Phrases and acrostics

• Rhymes and songs
• Divorced, beheaded…



Treaty of Versailles:

The WW1 “peace treaty”

Effectively a punishment of Germany

Cause of the rise of Hitler

Cause of WW2

Arguably the biggest mistake of the 20th

Century



Importance for learning:
Terms and consequences of T of V



Treaty of Versailles
Textbook: Page 17 - 19

• What is another word for 
guilt?
• War Guilt (Article 231)

• What is a reparation?

• What was Eupen and 
Malmedy?

• What is a word you associate 
with the military?

• Blame

• Money

• Land

• Army



BBC = Acronym
British Broadcasting Corporation

Can you transform the beginning of 
each word / term of the Treaty of 
Versailles into one word to make an 
acronym?

• Blame

• Money

• Land

• Army

•Land

•Army

•Money

•Blame



Mind-map:

Land

ColoniesAlsace & 
Lorraine

Eupen & 
Malmedy

Polish 
Corridor

Army



LIMP PAPER
How Hitler became Chancellor in 1933

• Long-term bitterness about the Treaty of Versailles

• Ineffective constitution 

• Money from supporters / rich buisnessmen

• Propaganda – blames the Jews and the Communists

• Programme – ideas appeal to many people in some way

• Attacks by the SA on other parties

• Personal qualities – brilliant speaker

• Economic depression – made people desperate

• Recruited as chancellor in Jan 1933 by Hindenburg (thought he could control Hitler).



CRENDO
How Hitler became dictator, 1933-34
• Chancellor

• Reichstag Fire

• Enabling Act

• Night of the Long Knives

• Death of Hindenburg

• Oath of loyalty by the army

Hendo

Remember: There are no rules to mnemonics, especially 

for revision, it’s just about what works for you.



Bad words???

• It is a technique that helps memory. 

• Mnemonic devices are ways of turning information into 
an easier to remember format.

• Chunking information.

• There are no rules to mnemonics, especially for revision, 
it’s just about what works for you.



Break: 15 minutes



Knowing the exam system



Knowing the exam system

As a parent you can access the information



Knowing the exam system: example AQA English



Knowing the exam system: example AQA English



Knowing the exam system: example AQA English



Knowing the exam system: example AQA English



The objectives of this session:

1. You will know how your child revises.

2. You will know what factors impact on the brain’s 
learning. 

3. You will learn some revision techniques to help your 
child revise.



Additional reading:

• Academic research

• Available on Amazon 
Audible 

• See additional 
information on the 
following slides.



Revision techniques: What do the 
experts say?

• Chunk information into smaller bites (synthesise)

• Suggest games that use visual memory

• Make it multisensory (reading, writing, speaking, listening, doing, etc.)

• The addition of emotion can help students remember

• The brain is social & requires interaction in order to develop properly

• Practice/rehearsal is critical to learning for the long term



We take in information better when we see 
/ read it:

• The brain uses 50% of its resources on vision.
• Half of our brain power goes to our eyes turning 

what we see into information. 

• The other half has to be split up among all the other 
functions our body has.

• We treat text as images. 
• This makes reading incredibly inefficient when 

compared to how quickly and easily we can take in 
information from a picture.



Mind-map:

Land

ColoniesAlsace & 
Lorraine

Eupen & 
Malmedy

Polish 
Corridor

Army



We take in information better when we see / 
read it:

• We pay special attention to 
anything we see that’s moving. 

• So, pictures and animations are 
good when it comes to training your 
brain.

• Action:
• Make flash cards with images on them. 
• Add doodles, photos, or pictures to 

your notes.
• Use colours and diagrams to illustrate 

new concepts you learn.



Flashcards: Why a good strategy?

• Proven to aid a student’s recall and 
ability to retain information

• Quick and easy way to revise 
knowledge

• Easy method to test learning / can turn 
it into a game / quiz

• Able to integrate images, e.g. 
excellent way to learn a language 
(think about Primary School learning)

• Able to learn on the go, e.g. in the car; 
making a coffee for you

• Supports visual learning

• Supports multi-sensory learning
• Reading or answering aloud
• Using them to give you a presentation

Caution:
Free on-line 

software which 
allows students to 
make flashcards



Transforming words / Bitesize:

• Draw pictures and diagrams and colour code your work. Use 
highlighters for key facts

• Create posters and use learning maps

• Use videos, TV programmes or plays of things you are studying
• YouTube
• BBC Bitesize

• Use post-it notes to label things

• Create visual displays of key words, facts and text in strategic places –
bedroom wall, mirror back of toilet door



BBC Bitesize:

Multiple choice quizzes

Information

Videos

Podcasts

Tests

Type into Google BBC 

Bitesize GCSE 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3


We remember the big picture better than the 
details:

• When the brain takes in new 
information, it hangs onto it 
better if it already has some 
information to relate it to. 

• This is where starting with the 
gist of an idea can be 
helpful. 

• It gives you something to 
hang each detail on as you 
learn it.



We remember the big picture better than the 
details:

• When you’re learning / revising lots 
of (new) concepts, it’s easy to get 
lost in the information. 

• One way to avoid being 
overwhelmed is to keep referring 
back to the big picture. 

• Action:
• Keep a large diagram or page of 

notes handy that explains the big 
picture of what you’re learning and 
add to it each major concept you 
learn along the way.



Mind-maps:

• Research shows that 
creating aids rather simply 
consuming (e.g. reading, 
listening, etc.) leads to 
greater recall. This is why 
mind-maps can be a 
great way to revise.

• Useful tool because they 
can give a broad visual 
overview of a topic / unit 
of work / a subject.

• Can use a mind-map to 
create & recreate a plan to 
an essay.
• A node can be a paragraph

• A strand can be an outline of 
a full idea in detail 



Mind-maps:

• Students could mind – map 
their revision plan for each 
subject.

• Hint: Put them up on their 
wall. They will sub-
consciously absorb the 
information (re-visiting over 
and over).



Multi-sensory learning:

• Tactile revision methods:
• Modelling materials such as clay and sculpting materials

• Using small materials called manipulatives to represent number values 
to teach math skills

• Use movement when you are revising – walk around rather than sit still.

• Underline or highlight key facts

• Make learning maps

• Re-enact mnemonics, e.g. YMCA / Japanese



Multi-sensory learning:

Could write or 
narrate what the 
picture is showing 
and record on a 
phone to be played 
back as a video.



What exactly is a mnemonic?

• It is a very general term, referring to any technique that 
helps memory. 

• Mnemonic devices are ways of turning information into 
an easier to remember format, e.g. CRENDO

• Chunking information.

• There are no rules to mnemonics, especially for revision, 
it’s just about what works for you.



Mnemonics:

• A system such as a 
pattern of letters, ideas, 
or associations which 
assists in remembering 
something.

• Ever done a first aid 
course?
• Airways

• Breathing

• Circulation



Types of mnemonic:

• Acronyms
• An acronym mnemonic sees you abbreviate information by 

creating a word where each letter stands for something.

• Phrases and acrostics
• Phrases and acrostics are better for memorizing longer lists 

of information, especially where order is important.

• Rhymes and songs
• Rhymes and songs are quite a bit harder to create yourself, 

but once you’ve got one you’ll probably never forget it.



Phrases and acrostics:

• Phrases and acrostics are better 
for memorizing longer lists of 
information, especially where 
order is important.

• The order and names of the 
planets, remembered with the 
mnemonic:

• My Violent Evil Monster Just 
Scared Us Nuts.
• Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune



Phrases and acrostics:

Science: Make-up
of white blood cells

GARGLE: Treaty of 
Versailles

Geography:
Never
Ever 

Support 
Wednesday

Geography:
Never

Eat 
Shredded 

Wheat



Rhythm & rhyme:

We use this method a 
great deal in French 

lessons



Sound and learning:

• Record onto your phone and play back repeatedly

• Read all notes / cards out loud repeatedly

• Create rhymes, raps, chants 

• Close your eyes when you are listening so that you are 
only using that sense.



We learn best by teaching others:

• Though we don’t realise it, learning with the idea that we’ll 
have to teach this information later tends to invoke better 
methods for learning subconsciously. 
• For instance, we focus on the most important pieces of 

information, the relationships between different concepts, and 
we carefully organize the information in our minds.

Your role



The pyramid shows the average 

percentage of retention of 

material after 24 hours when a 

particular teaching 

methodology is the one primarily 

used.

“Moving down the pyramid, 

students become more involved 

in the learning process, and 

retention increases.  The method 

at the bottom of the pyramid 

involves having the students 

teach others or use the new 

learning immediately. …  We 

have known for a long time that 

the best way to learn something 

is to prepare to teach it.  In other 

words, whoever explains, learns.”  

(Sousa, How the Brain Learns)

Better retention rates



How many hours a week should I be 
working?

• You should at this stage be aiming for 15 - 20 hours a 
week. 

• This may include homework as well period 6.

• Suggested work pattern: 
• Monday – Friday 2.5 – 3.0 hours per night

• Weekend 5.0 – 7.5 hours over Saturday and Sunday



How should I structure my revision?

• Research suggests that the most 
effective revision takes place at the 
beginning and end of sessions. 

• So don’t revise for 2 hours solid. Adopt 
patterns like the following:

• Revise for 30 minutes

• Break for 10 minutes

• Revise for 30 minutes

• Break for 10 minutes

• Revise for 30 minutes

• Break for 10 minutes.

• In this way there are three 
beginnings and three ends.

• Research suggests that you should follow 
up revision sessions the next night and the 
next week. For example:

• Tuesday revise Science topic for 1 
hour.

• Wednesday recap same Science 
topic for 10 minutes.

• One week later recap the same 
Science topic for 5 minutes.

• Tony Buzan (lead researcher) 
describes this as moving the recall 
from the SHORT-TERM to the 
LONGTERM memory.



What is spacing?

Most effective 
method



Key contacts: Further information

• ginanewton@birleysecondaryacademy.co.uk (Head Teacher)

• markjones@birleysecondaryacademy.co.uk (Deputy Head Teacher)

• diarmaidcasey@birleysecondaryacademy.co.uk (Deputy Head 
Teacher)

• dangillett@birleysecondaryacademy.co.uk (Assistant Head 
Teacher)

• brettcoleman@birleysecondaryacademy.co.uk (Acting Assistant 
Head Teacher)



Key contacts:

• Mrs Holt-Kape – Head of Year

• Ms Chadwick – Deputy Head of Year

• Mrs Hirst – Curriculum Leader for English

• Mr Coleman – Curriculum Leader for Maths

• Mr Hofheinz – Curriculum Leader for Science

• Mr Coddington –SENDCo



Feedback: 
Please help us improve this presentation


